Text: John 1
Subject: The Word Made Flesh
Dole Notes: Volume: 6 Chapter: 136 Page: 1
Age Group: Junior, 9-11

Basic supplies:
- cotton balls, markers
- red velvet scraps (or other fabric)
- soft white fabric scraps (flannel, cotton, knit)
- cardboard, glue, scissors
- needles, thread
- pipe cleaners
- crepe paper

Teacher preparation:
- cut cardboard to 3" x 1½" pieces
- cut red fabric to 4" x 2½" pieces
- cut white fabric to 3" x 1½" pieces
- cut crepe paper in ½" strips
- make sample:
  - cut pipe cleaners into longer (5 ¼") and shorter (3") pieces (about)

Procedure:
- glue red to cardboard along edges of inside cover (hold till dry)
- sew 3 white "pages" together with needle and thread down the middle
- glue pages to book cover by gluing the cardboard & laying down pages on top (2 pages will remain loose)
- to make baby (Lord, bend pipe cleaner into a body (longer piece) and arms (shorter piece)
- put a little cotton on trunk of body and in the head
- wrap with crepe paper and glue ends down
- lay Baby in the pages of the WORD - wrap as if in swaddling clothes

Music: first songs: 4
- Lori's tape
- Liturgy: 452; 498; 467; 397; 307

Notes: if you have time, the children can write "The WORD was GOD" on a page with marker